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Abstract 

Use cases are a means to capture a system‘s functionality 

and behavior in a user-centered perspective. Thus they 

are used in most modern object-oriented software 

development methods to help elicit and document user 

requirements. Scenarios (Use Cases) also form a kind of 

abstract level test cases for the system under testing yet 

they are seldom used to derive concrete system test 

cases. Here we will find a procedure to use scenarios in a 

defined way to systematically derive test cases for system 

test. This is done by formalization of natural language 

scenarios into state charts, annotation of state charts with 

helpful information for test case creation/generation and 

by path traversal in the state charts to determine concrete 

test cases. 
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1. Introduction 
  Testing plays an important role in validating 

and verifying systems. Yet test preparation and the 

development of test cases is often done only just before 

testing starts, at the end of the development process, even 

though analysis as well as design would greatly profit 

from the insight gained by developers in creating test 

cases and preparing tests. Moreover, testing is often done 

in an ad-hoc manner, and test cases are quite often 

developed in an unstructured, non-systematic way. This 

is mainly due to the reality of commercial software 

development (only limited resources are available and 

only sparse resources are allocated to testing) and less to 

lack in available methods or lacking problem 

understanding. Any testing strategy has to address this 

practical issue if it is to be successfully applied. To 

improve testing in practice, systematic test case 

development and integration of test development 

methods with ‗normal‘ system development methods is 

central. Test cases are only developed in a systematic 

way if clearly defined methods are applied. Test 

development methods will only be used if they are easy 

to apply, blend into existing development methods and 

do not impose an inappropriate overhead or intolerable 

cost. Many strategies and approaches to testing exist. 

Besides established techniques like control and data flow 

testing or boundary analysis/domain testing, formal 

languages for specification and specialized testing 

languages are gaining increased attention. Yet a gap is 

opening between the state of the art and the state of 

practice. The gap in-between what theoretically could be 

done and what really is done in practice, is mainly due to 

the following reasons  

 

1.1 Unrealistic expectations 
 Our industry is known for latching onto any new 

technical solution and thinking it will solve all of our 

current problems. Testing tools are no exception. There 

is a tendency to be optimistic about what can be achieved 

by a new tool. It is human nature to hope that this 

solution will at last solve all of the problems we are 

currently experiencing.  

 

1.2 Poor testing practice 
 If testing practice is poor, with poorly 

organized tests, little or inconsistent documentation, and 

tests that are not very good at finding defects, automating 

testing is not a good idea. It is far better to improve the 

effectiveness of testing first than to improve the 

efficiency of poor testing. 

 

1.3 Expectation that automated tests will find   a lot 

of new defects 
  A test is most likely to find a defect the first 

time it is run. If a test has already run and passed, 

running the same test again is much less likely to find a 

new defect, unless the test is exercising code that has 

been changed or could be affected by a change made in a 
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different part of the software, or is being run in a 

different environment. Test execution tools are ‗replay‘ 

tools, i.e. regression testing tools. Their use is in 

repeating tests that have already run. This is a very useful 

thing to do, but it is not likely to find a large number of 

new defects, particularly when run in the same hardware 

and software environment as before. Tests that do not 

find defects are not worthless, even though good test 

design should be directed at trying to find defects. 

Knowing that a set of tests has passed again gives 

confidence that the software is still working as well as it 

was before, and that changes elsewhere have not had 

unforeseen effects. 

 

1.4 False sense of security 
 Just because a test suite runs without finding 

any defects, it does not mean that there are no defects in 

the software. The tests may be incomplete, or may 

contain defects themselves. If the expected outcomes are 

incorrect, automated tests will simply preserve those 

defective results indefinitely. 

 

1.5 Maintenance of automated tests 
 When software is changed it is often necessary 

to update some, or even all, of the tests so they can be re-

run successfully. This is particularly true for automated 

tests. Test maintenance effort has been the death of many 

test automation initiatives. When it takes more effort to 

update the tests than it would take to re-run those 

tests manually, test automation will be abandoned. 
 

1.6 Technical problems 
  Interoperability of the tool with other software, 

either your own applications or third-party products, can 

be a serious problem. The technological environment 

changes so rapidly that it is hard for the vendors to keep 

up. Many tools have looked ideal on paper, but have 

simply failed to work in some environments. 
 

1.7 Organizational issues 
 Automating testing is not a trivial exercise, and 

it needs to be well supported by management and 

implemented into the culture of the organization. Time 

must be allocated for choosing tools, for training, for 

experimenting and learning what works best, and for 

promoting tool use within the organization. An 

automation effort is unlikely to be successful unless there 

is one 

person who is the focal point for the use of the tool, the 

tool ‗champion‘. Whenever a new tool (or indeed any 

new process) is implemented, there are inevitably 

adjustments that need to be made to adapt to new ways of 

working, which must be managed. 

 

2. Testing performance 

Performance is (1) the act of performing, for 

instance, execution, accomplishment, fulfillment, and so 

on; and (2) operation or functioning, usually with regard 

to effectiveness. 

Finally, since testers are the first expert users of a 

product, their questions, working notes, and instructions 

usually form the foundation of the user guide and seed 

for frequently asked questions documentation. It is a sad 

waste when the documentation creation process does not 

take advantage of this resource. 

 

3. Testing Metrics  
There are well-defined quantified metrics and 

metrics systems available today in software testing. 

Unfortunately, many of these metrics are not 

fundamental measures; they are complex and often 

obscure. Function points [Jones 1995] and McCabe‘s 

Complexity [McCabe 1989] are examples. It is not 

immediately apparent from these names how to use these 

metrics, what they measure, or what benefits they offer. 

Special knowledge is required. Acquiring this knowledge 

requires an expenditure of time and resources. 

Fundamental testing metrics are the ones that can be used 

to answer the following questions. 

How big is it? 

How long will it take to test it? 

How much will it cost to test it? 

How much will it cost to fix it? 

 

The question ―How big is it?‖ is usually answered in 

terms of how long it will take and how much it will cost. 

These are the two most common attributes of it. We 

would normally estimate answers to these questions 

during the planning stages of the project. These estimates 

are critical in sizing the test effort and negotiating for 

resources and budget.  

We have heard the following fundamental 

metrics discounted because they are so simple, but in my 

experience, they are the most useful: 

  - Time 

- Cost 

- Tests 

- Bugs found by testing 

We quantify ―How big it is‖ with these metrics. These 

are probably the most fundamental metrics specific to 

software testing. They are listed here in order of 

decreasing certainty. Only time and cost are clearly 

defined using standard units. Tests and bugs are complex 

and varied, having many properties. They can be 

measured using many different units. 

 

3.1 Time 
      Units of time are used in several test metrics, for 

example, the time required to run a test and the time 

available for the best test effort 
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3.1.1 The Time Required to Run a Test  
This measurement is absolutely required to 

estimate how long a test effort will need in order to 

perform the tests planned. It is one of the fundamental 

metrics used in the test inventory and the sizing estimate 

for the test effort. The time required to conduct test setup 

and cleanup activities must also be considered. Setup and 

cleanup activities can be estimated as part of the time 

required to run a test or as separate items. Theoretically, 

the sum of the time required to run all the planned tests is 

important in estimating the overall length of the test 

effort, but it must be tempered by the number of times a 

test will have to be attempted before it runs successfully 

and reliably. 

 

3.1.2 The Time Available for the Test Effort 
        This is usually the most firmly established and 

most published metric in the test effort. It is also usually 

the only measurement that is consistently decreasing. 

Sample Units:  Generally estimated in minutes or hours 

per test. Also important are the number of hours required 

to complete a suite of tests. In time available it is 

generally estimated in weeks and measured in minutes. 

 
3.2 The Cost of Testing 
 The cost of testing usually includes the cost of 

the testers‘ salaries, the equipment, systems, software, 

and other tools. It may be quantified in terms of the cost 

to run a test or a test suite. 

Sample Units: Currency, such as dollars; can also be 

measured in units of time. 

 
3.3 Tests 

We do not have an invariant, precise, 

internationally accepted standard unit that measures the 

size of a test, but that should not stop from benefiting 

from identifying and counting tests. There are many 

types of tests, and they all need to be counted if the test 

effort is going to be measured.  

Sample Units: 
 - A keystroke or mouse action 

- An SQL query 

- A single transaction 

- A complete function path traversal through the 

system 

- A function-dependent data set 

 

3.4 Bugs 
         Many people claim that finding bugs is the main 

purpose of testing. Even though they are fairly discrete 

events, bugs are often debated because there is no 

absolute standard in place for measuring them. 

Sample Units: Severity, quantity, type, duration, 

distribution, and cost to find and fix.  

 

4. Plan the Test Environment 
The test environment comprises all of the 

elements that support the physical testing effort, such as 

test data, hardware, software, networks, and facilities. 

Test-environment plans must identify the number and 

types of individuals who require access to the test 

environment, and specify a sufficient number of 

computers to accommodate these individuals. 

Consideration should be given to the number and kinds 

of environment-setup scripts and test-bed scripts that will 

be required. 

After gathering and documenting the facts as described 

above, the test team must compile the following 

information and resources preparatory to designing a test 

environment: Obtain descriptions of sample customer 

environments, including a listing of support software, 

computer hardware and operating systems. Determine 

whether the test environment requires an archive 

mechanism. 

Identify network characteristics of the customer 

environment. In the case of a client-server or Web-based 

system, identify the required server operating systems, 

databases, and other components. Identify the number of 

automated test tool-licenses required by the test team. 

Identify other software needed to execute certain test 

procedures, consider test at requirements including their 

size. 

 

5. Risks During Testing 
1.1.1 Test-program assumptions, prerequisites, 

and risks must be understood before an effective testing 

strategy can be developed. This includes any events, 

actions, or circumstances that may prevent the test 

program from being implemented or executed according 

to schedule, such as late budget approvals, delayed 

arrival of test equipment, or late availability of the 

software application.  

  Test strategies generally must incorporate ways 

to minimize the risk of cost overruns, schedule slippage, 

critical software errors, and other failures. During test-

strategy design, constraints on the task at hand, including 

risks, resources, time limits, and budget restrictions, must 

be considered. 

A test strategy is best determined by narrowing down the 

testing tasks as follows: 

- Understand the system architecture. 

- Determine whether to apply GUI testing, back-end 

testing, or both.  

- Select test-design techniques.  

- Select testing tools. 

- Develop in-house test harnesses or scripts. 

- Determine test personnel and expertise required.  

- Establish release criteria. Stating the testing coverage 

is closely related to defining release or exit criteria.  

- Set the testing schedule.  
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6. UCB Testing Approach 

6.1 Test case 
―A test case has components that describe an input, 

action or event and an expected response, to determine if 

a feature of an application is working correctly.‖  
There are levels in which each test case will fall in order 

to avoid duplication efforts. 

Level 1: write the basic test cases from the available 

specification and user documentation. 

Level 2: This is the practical stage in which writing test 

cases depend on actual functional and system flow of the 

application. 

Level 3: This is the stage in which you will group some 

test cases and write a test procedure. Test procedure is 

nothing but a group of small test cases maximum of 10. 

Level 4: Automation of the project. This will minimize 

human interaction with system and thus Quality 

Assurance can focus on current updated functionalities to 

test rather than remaining busy with regression testing. 
So, the basic objective of writing test cases is to validate 

the testing coverage of the application. 

 

6.2 Use case 
  Use cases are a software modeling technique 

that helps developers determine which features to 

implement and how to gracefully resolve errors. Within 

systems engineering, use cases are used at a higher level 

than within software engineering, often representing 

missions or stakeholder goals. 

 

6.2.1 Use cases and the development process 
The specific way use cases are used within the 

development process will depend on which development 

methodology is being used. In certain development 

methodologies a brief use case survey is all that is 

required. In other development methodologies use cases 

evolve in complexity and change in character as the 

development process proceeds. Use cases can be a 

valuable source of usage information and usage testing 

ideas. In some methodologies, they may begin as brief 

business use cases, evolve into more detailed system use 

cases, and then eventually develop into highly detailed 

and exhaustive test cases... 

 

6.2.2 Use case focus 
"Each use case focuses on describing how to 

achieve a goal or a task. For most software projects, this 

means that multiple, perhaps dozens of use cases are 

needed to define the scope of the new system. The 

degree of formality of a particular software project and 

the stage of the project will influence the level of detail 

required in each use case. 

Use cases should not be confused with the 

features of the system. One or more features describe the 

functionality needed to meet a stakeholder request or 

user need each feature can be analyzed into one or more 

use cases. 

Use cases treat the system as a black box, and 

the interactions with the system, including system 

responses, are perceived as from outside the system. This 

is a deliberate policy, because it forces the author to 

focus on what the system must do, not how it is to be 

done, and avoids making assumptions about how the 

functionality will be accomplished. 

A use case should: 

o Describe what the system shall do for the actor 

to achieve a particular goal. 

- Include no implementation-specific language. 

- Be at the appropriate level of detail. 

- Not include detail regarding user interfaces and 

screens. This is done in user-interface design, which 

references the use case and its business rules. 

Use cases are mostly text documents, and use case 

modeling is primarily an act of writing text and not 

drawing diagrams. Use case diagrams are secondary in 

use case work. 

 

6.2.3 Degree of detail 
Three levels of detail in writing use cases:  

- Brief use case -- consists of a few sentences 

summarizing the use case. It can be easily inserted in a 

spreadsheet cell, and allows the other columns in the 

spreadsheet to record priority, duration, a method of 

estimating duration, technical complexity, release 

number, and so on. 

- Casual use case -- consists of a few paragraphs of text, 

summarizing the use case. 

- Fully dressed use case -- a formal document based on a 

detailed template with fields for various sections; and 

it is the most common understanding of the meaning of 

a use case. Fully dressed use cases are discussed in 

detail in the next section on use case templates. 

 

6.2.4 Actor  
            An actor specifies a role played by a person or 

thing when interacting with the system. The same person 

using the system may be represented as different actors 

because they are playing different roles. The actors in the 

system are the passenger, the counter clerk and the 

reservation system consisting of form processing, 

reservation, fare computation, ticket processing, ticket 

printing, collection of fare amount and posting as sub-

systems. 

 

Types of Actors  
- Primary Actor - Fulfills the user goals by using the 

services of the SuD (System Under Discussion). Ex: 

'Booking Clerk' in Railway Reservation System. 

- Secondary Actor - Provides a service to the SuD. Ex: 

'user of database system'. 
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- Offstage Actor - Has an interest in the behavior of the 

system but is not primary or secondary. Ex: A 

government tax agency. 

 

6.2.5 Limitations of use Cases 

 
Use case flows are not well suited to easily capturing 

non-interaction based requirements of a system (such as 

algorithm or mathematical requirements) or non-

functional requirements (such as platform, performance, 

timing, or safety-critical aspects). These are better 

specified declaratively elsewhere. 

 
- Use case templates do not automatically ensure clarity. 

Clarity depends on the skill of the writer(s). 

- There is a learning curve involved in interpreting use 

cases correctly, for both end users and developers. As 

there are no fully standard definitions of use cases, 

each group must gradually evolve its own 

interpretation. Some of the relations, such as extends, 

are ambiguous in interpretation and can be difficult for 

stakeholders to understand. 

- Proponents of Extreme Programming often consider 

use cases too needlessly document-centric, preferring 

to use the simpler approach of a user story. 

- Use case developers often find it difficult to determine 

the level of user interface (UI) dependency to 

incorporate in a use case.  

- Use cases can be over-emphasized. In Object Oriented 

Software. 

- Use cases have received some interest as a starting 

point for test design. Some use case literature, 

however, states that use case pre- and post conditions 

should apply to all scenarios of a use case (i.e., to all 

possible paths through a use case) which is limiting 

from a test design standpoint 

- Some systems are better described in an 

information/data-driven approach than in a the 

functionality-driven approach of use cases. A good 

example of this kind of system is data-mining systems 

used for Business Intelligence.  
 

7. State Chart Diagram 

 
A state diagram is used to describe the behavior 

of systems. State chart diagrams represent the behavior 

of entities capable of dynamic behavior by specifying its 

response to the receipt of event in stances. Typically, it is 

used for  describing the behavior of classes, but state 

charts may also de scribe the behavior of  other model 

entities such  as us e-cases, actors, subsystems, 

operations, or methods. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 State Chart Diagram of RRS 
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Table 1:  User roles and use Cases for Fig. 1 

 
  

8. Use Case specifications for RRS  

8.1 Request for availability – 

 
8.1.1 Brief Description  

The main purpose of using this use case is to know details 

of particular trains available or not .Along with reservation 

type, date, particular train details are also known. 

 

Flow of Events  

8.1.2 Generic flow  

- User enquires booking clerk. 

- Booking clerk check the database. 

- On success Passenger make reservation 

 

8.1.3 Alternate Flow  

If in the basic flow, particular trains are not available then 

he choose any others trains go to destination place.  

 

8.1.4 Pre Conditions  

The Passenger should have a train for destination place.  

 

8.1.5 Post Conditions  

The reservation database is modified after reservation 

 

8.2. Reservation type   

 

8.2.1 Brief Description  

The main purpose of using this use case is to know details 

of particular reservation type i.e. sleeper class, AC class, 

general etc.  

 

Flow of Events  

8.2.2 Generic flow  

 - User enquires booking clerk. 

 - Booking clerk checks the database. 

 - On success Passenger chooses required reservation    

type. 

 

8.2.3 Alternate Flow  

If in the basic flow, required reservation type is not present 

then he chooses any other reservation type.  

 

8.2.4 Pre Conditions  

 The Passenger should know reservation type.  

 

8.2.5 Post Conditions  

The reservation database is modified after choosing 

reservation type.  

 

 

8.3. Date  

 
8.3.1 Brief Description 

The main purpose of using this use case is to 

know details of particular trains available or not on a 

particular date.  

 

Flow of Events  

8.3.2 Generic flow  

-  User enquires booking clerk. 

-  Booking clerk check the database. 

-  On success Passenger make reservation. 

8.3.3 Alternate Flow 

If in the basic flow. 

 

8.3.4 Pre Conditions  

The Passenger should have a train for destination 

place.  

 

8.3.5 Post Conditions  

The reservation database is modified after 

reservation.  

User   Role Use case 

 Passenger  Enquiry 

 Reservation and 

ticketing 

 Cancellation 

 Enquire ticket availability and other 

details. 

 Reserve seats and berths, tickets. 

 Cancel tickets. 

 Booking clerk  Form data entry 

 Requisition 

processor 

 Ticket processor 

 Data manager 

 Enter Reservation Requisition Form. 

 Process requisition for booking. 

 Process ticket to print. 

 Submits ticket data for updation 

 Reservation and ticketing 

system (Database user).  

 System server  Process reservation data, process. 

 Ticketing process cancellation. 

 Update the status by date, train, etc. 
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8.4.Request for availability  

 

8.4.1 Brief Description  
The main purpose of using this use case is to 

know details particular trains available or not .  

 

Flow of Events  

8.4.2 Basic flow  

-  User enquires booking clerk. 

-  Booking clerk check the database. 

-  On success Passenger make reservation. 

8.4.3 Alternate Flow  

If in the basic flow. 

 

8.4.4 Pre Conditions  

The Passenger should have a train for destination 

place.  

 

8.4.5 Post Conditions  

The reservation database is modified after 

reservation 

 

 

9. Conclusion 
Firstly, we have discussed some problems of 

software testing. Here, we tried to reduce the gap between 

the state of the art and the state of practice for this work we 

have presented the UCB Method, a Use case-based 

(Scenario) based approach to support the tester of a 

software system in systematically developing test cases. 

The narrative scenarios then are formalized using state 

charts as a notation. The state charts are annotated with 

information important for testing. Finally, test cases are 

derived by path traversal of state charts. The method 

presented here is novel with respect to the synthesis of the 

aforementioned factors into one single process. We thus 

supply a method that supports the tester in systematic test 

case derivation, that uses artifacts of the early phases of the 

development process in testing again and that handily 

integrates with existing development methods. 

This method has been applied in practice to 

Railway Reservation System. First experiences are quite 

promising as the main goal of the method, namely to 

supply test developers with a practical and systematical 

way to derive test cases, has been reached. The use of 

scenarios was perceived by the developers as helpful and 

valuable in modeling user interaction with the system. On 

the other hand, scenario management was a major problem 

throughout the development process. A narrative scenario 

transformed into a state chart by one developer may differ 

significantly from a state chart developed from the same 

scenario by another developer. 

Test case creation was unproblematic as the chosen link 

coverage in state charts is simple, yet powerful. 
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